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(E026a) UHNM BP Education 

Info Set 

BLOOD PRESSURE EDUCATION MESSAGES EVERY 4 

DAYS FOR 7 WEEKS 

I 
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DAY9@16:10 
DAY 1 @ 16:10 DAY 5@ 16:10 Sit quietly for at least 5 When you measure your When measuring your minutes with your arm BP, don't forget to support

L----___,_-� exposed and supportedBP, don't forget to remove _ 
1 any tight clothing and L---------,-� your arm at heart leve at the level of your heart 

\.. 

ensure your arm is and avoid talking. Take when you take your BP. relaxed. Thanks Flo care, Flo. Kind regards, Flo. 

DAY 21@ 16:10 

Try to eat at least 3 
servings of fruit and 

vegetables daily - this 
should help your BP 
control. Thanks Flo. 

\. 

DAY 17 @ 16:10 

Check the salt content of 

\.. 

your food; try for less i.._1------; 
than 3 grams per day. 

Kind regards, Flo. 

DAT 13@ 16:10 

Remember - don't have a 
caffeine containing drink 

like Coke or coffee or 
smoke tobacco 30 

minutes before taking 
your BP if possible. Take 

care, Flo. 

DAY 33@ 16:10 DAY 25@ 16:10 
DAY 29@ 16:10 Try to get your weight Exercise will help get Limit the amount of down to a body mass your BP down; try to do alcohol you drink: 3 units 1---------,�� index between 20 -25. If30 to 50 minutes, 3 to 5 �----;-� / day or less for men; 2 you don't know yours, ask times per week - the units/ day or less for your GP or nurse next more, the better. Take women. Regards, Flo. time you see them. Flo. care Flo. 
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DAY 41@ 16:10 
DAY 45@ 16:10 If you become A home BP reading is over-anxious about your typically 10/5mmHg lower i..�1------; BP measurements, then i.._1------; than a BP taken in your - stop taking your blood GP's surgery. Take care, pressure for a couple of Flo. days. Take care, Flo. 

DAY 37 @ 16:10

Your home blood 
pressure readings are 

just as reliable as those 
taken in your GP's 

surgery if you take your 
BP correctly as we've 
advised. Thanks Flo. 


